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Risk preference is one of the most important building blocks of choice theories in the behavioural sciences. In economics, it is often conceptualized
as preferences concerning the variance of monetary payoffs, whereas in psychology, risk preference is often thought to capture the propensity to engage
in behaviour with the potential for loss or harm. Both concepts are associated with distinct measurement traditions: economics has traditionally
relied on behavioural measures, while psychology has often relied on
self-reports. We review three important gaps that have emerged from
work stemming from these two measurement traditions: first, a description–
experience gap which suggests that behavioural measures do not speak
with one voice and can give very different views on an individual’s appetite
for risk; second, a behaviour –self-report gap which suggests that different
self-report measures, but not behavioural measures, show a high degree of
convergent validity; and, third, a temporal stability gap which suggests
that self-reports, but not behavioural measures, show considerable temporal
stability across periods of years. Risk preference, when measured through
self-reports—but not behavioural tests—appears as a moderately stable
psychological trait with both general and domain-specific components. We
argue that future work needs to address the gaps that have emerged from
the two measurement traditions and test their differential predictive validity
for important economic, health and well-being outcomes.
This article is part of the theme issue ‘Risk taking and impulsive behaviour: fundamental discoveries, theoretical perspectives and clinical
implications’.

1. Introduction
The construct of risk preference is one of the most important building blocks of
economic and psychological theories of choice. It is often invoked to explain
behaviours and interindividual differences therein in domains as diverse as
individuals’ financial choices, unlawful behaviours (e.g. speeding, tax evasion),
health choices (e.g. consuming recreational and possibly illicit drugs) and professional choices (e.g. entrepreneurial initiatives). Risk preference—also termed
‘risk attitude,’ ‘risk tolerance’ or ‘sensitivity to risk’—is often understood to represent a personal characteristic. Despite this default view, opinions about how
to best conceptualize this construct vary [1,2], including whether it represents a
stable individual characteristic [3,4], how it relates to other mainstay psychological constructs such as impulsivity [5,6] and how individual differences in
risk preference should be measured [1,7,8].
In what follows, we distinguish between two major measurement traditions
of investigating individual differences in risk preference. One originates in
economics and rests on behavioural measures, such as the choice between monetary gambles. Another, originating in psychology, tends to rely on self-reports.
As we argue below, understanding the two approaches and their somewhat
conflicted relationship is key to assessing the current literature on risk preference. We then review evidence which suggests that the two sets of measures
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2. What is risk preference?
When economists and psychologists call behaviours ‘risky’
they use the same term but mean different things. In economics and finance, risk preference commonly refers to the
tendency to choose an action that involves higher variance
in potential monetary outcomes, relative to another option
with a lower variance of outcomes (but equal expected
value). This holds independent of whether these outcomes
involve gains or losses [9,10]. For example, when offered
the choice between a safe option of receiving E500 guaranteed and a risky option of a 50% chance of receiving E1000
and a 50% chance of receiving nothing, a risk-neutral
person would not prefer one option over the other. Expected
value maximization (i.e. multiplying all outcomes per options
with their respective probabilities, summing the products
and maximizing), which embodies risk neutrality, values
both options equally. However, other modelling frameworks
make it possible to consider risk-averse and risk-loving individuals as well. For example, according to expected utility
theory, a classic model in economics [11], a risk-averse
person may be said to possess a concave utility function
that leads to a preference for choosing the safe option, implying that gaining E500 contributes more than half the utility of
a 50% chance of gaining E1000, thus accommodating their
choice of the sure option. Likewise, a risk-prone person’s utility curve may be said to be convex. There is a long tradition
of using such mathematical theories in economics [12], with
several competing formulations now available to capture
individuals’ risk preferences [13]. Let us highlight and clarify
that utility-based economic modelling of human behaviour
has been applied not only to risky activities such as financial
investments but also to ‘choices’ such as drug use (addiction
[14]) and criminal behaviours: as Becker [15] put it: ‘a person
commits an offense if the utility to him exceeds the utility he
could get by using his time and other resources at other
activities’ ( p. 176).
In psychology, risk preference is often broadly interpreted
as the propensity to engage in behaviours or activities that,
although rewarding, involve the potential for loss or harm
(for oneself or others). Psychologists have shown less interest
than have economists in comparing the implications of different mathematical formulations of utility for risk preference
(with prominent exceptions; [16]), focusing instead on understanding whether latent constructs derived from self-reports

3. Two measurement traditions: revealed and
stated preferences
One would expect that a construct as important and frequently invoked as risk preference rests on a firm
measurement foundation, but this is far from the truth.
Indeed, the conceptualizations of risk preference in economics and psychology gave rise to two distinct ways of
measuring risk preference (for reviews, see [8,22,23]).1 How
these measures relate to each other has, at least until recently,
received scant attention. The revealed-preference tradition
[26,27] holds that people’s utilities and true beliefs are
revealed through the (incentivized) choices they make.2 Consequently, this tradition has relied predominantly on simple
monetary gambles (e.g. [16,28,29]) or extensions of it, such
as the multiple-price-list method [30]. It is unsurprising that
choices among monetary gambles have played an outsized
role in measuring risk preference in economics: they were
midwives of the Enlightenment concept of mathematical
expectation [31]; they gave rise, through the St. Petersburg
gamble, to what is known today as expected utility theory
[11]; they were invoked to demonstrate that people’s choices
are at odds with axioms of expected utility theory (e.g.
[28,32]); they were enlisted to demonstrate the key concepts
of prospect theory such as loss aversion and the fourfold pattern of risk preference [16]; and last but not least, one simple
gamble type—the choice between a safe and a risky option—
has frequently been employed to gauge people’s risk
preference.
Proponents of the stated-preference tradition, by contrast,
bank on people’s introspective abilities rather than their
observable behaviour. They elicit data concerning risk using
relatively general questions (‘Are you generally a risktaking person or do you try to avoid risks?’ [33]), specific
but hypothetical questions (‘How likely would you be to go
whitewater rafting at high water in the spring?’ [34]), or ask
people to report on the frequency of actual risky activities
(‘How many cigarettes do you smoke per day?’). Self-report
measures have been widely used in applied and epidemiological contexts, presumably because they are easy to
administer. For example, financial institutions often rely on
self-report measures to gauge their clients’ risk preference
so as to meet the legal requirements for the sale of financial
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of attitudes and behaviours are associated with drug use or
daring activities such as speeding, rock climbing and imprudent online behaviour—all of which may be rewarding but
also carry the possibility of physical or psychological harm
(e.g. [17]).
Although we adopt the umbrella term ‘risk preference,’
we note that a number of distinct but overlapping psychological constructs have been used to account for individual
differences in such ‘risky’ behaviours, including impulsivity
[18], sensation-seeking [19], novelty-seeking [20] and impulse
control [17]. Further, a number of psychological theories concerning these constructs do not necessarily propose them as
unitary. For example, the tripartite view on impulsivity
suggests that it consists of components of reward sensitivity,
loss sensitivity and inhibitory control (see [21]). Ultimately,
the degree of overlap between these constructs will be largely
an empirical question—an issue we discuss in more
detail below.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb

provide different and almost opposing views about the
nature of risk preference. Specifically, we introduce three
gaps between measurements of risk preferences in economics
and psychology that have been identified recently: first, a gap
in the behavioural patterns observed for monetary gambles
presented in different formats, the description–experience gap;
second, a gap in the convergent validity of behavioural and
self-report measures, the behaviour–self-report gap; and,
third, a gap in the observed temporal stability of behavioural
and self-report measures, the temporal stability gap. We conclude that future work must reconcile the contradictory
findings produced by the two measurement traditions. In
particular, we propose that a systematic and evidence-based
understanding of the relation between different measures
will be crucial for making conceptual and empirical progress
in the study of risk preferences.

Monetary gambles are first among equals in behavioural
measures. Interestingly, there is little variability in their
guise. Researchers typically present the options’ outcomes
and probabilities numerically (e.g. E500 guaranteed versus
E1000 with 0.5; E0 with 0.5) or with a spinner wheel or
bar chart (see the meta-analysis from [41]), and gambles
explicitly state all possible outcomes and their probabilities.
This nearly invariant choice architecture for measuring
people’s response to risk is rather odd because ‘it is hard to
think of an important natural decision for which probabilities
are objectively known’ ([42], p. 325). Indeed, in everyday life,
people rarely encounter convenient descriptions of objective
probability distributions, with a few exceptions such as the
probability of rain (e.g. [43]). Instead, people must turn to
whatever experience they may have, making decisions from
experience rather than the decisions from description that are
often studied in laboratories [44,45].
Decisions from description versus decisions from
experience—this simple distinction, which should be understood
more as poles on a continuum rather than a dichotomy, raises
a new question: do these two modes of learning about the
probabilistic texture of the world [46] result in the same or
systematically different choices? The question has received
much attention since three articles in the early 2000s
[41,44,47] demonstrated a systematic discrepancy in
description- and experience-based choices: the description –
experience gap (for reviews, see [48 –50]). These and many
subsequent studies presented both gambles in which all
outcomes and probabilities are stated (description) and gambles in which the payoff distributions were initially unknown
but people could randomly draw from them (experience).
Each draw produced one outcome; draw-by-draw, the properties of the outcome distributions were revealed. Two major
experiential paradigms have been employed (although many
hybrid variants exist): in the sampling paradigm, people first
sample as many outcomes as they wish, then decide from
which distribution to make a single draw. In the partialfeedback paradigm, each of a typically large, fixed number of
draws contributes to people’s earnings and they receive
draw-by-draw feedback on the obtained payoffs. The
sampling paradigm removes the exploitation –exploration
tradeoff [51], whereas the partial-feedback paradigm incorporates it. Assuming that people sample sufficiently and

(a) Manifestations of the description –experience gap
As it turns out, they are often not equivalent. There are
several ways to illustrate the description –experience gap
[49,50]. Figure 1 plots the gap in terms of a systematic difference in the observed choice proportions in description and
experience, as a function of gamble type (and for a subset
of studies that examined the gap rather than its boundary
conditions; see [45] for how the systematic differences were
determined).3 When a choice involves a risky and a safe
option—the choice task often used to behaviourally measure
risk preference—the gap is 18.7 percentage points; when a
choice involves two risky options the gap is 7 percentage
points.
A second manifestation of the description –experience
gap pertains to the maximization rate. In decisions from
description, Wulff et al. [45] found a median of 55% of choices
maximized expected value; in decisions from experience, by
contrast, 66% of people who encountered all possible outcomes and 89% of people who experienced some, but not
all outcomes (often missing the rare event) maximized the
experienced mean return—that is, the ‘expected value’ of
the actually experienced sample of outcomes. A third way
to demonstrate that choices in description and experience
are systematically different—and one that brings us straight
back to risk preference—focuses on the fourfold pattern of
risk preference [52]. This pattern is shown in table 1. The classic
model of decisions under risk, expected utility theory,
assumes that individuals are generally risk-averse (i.e. a concave utility function). Challenging this view, Tversky &
Kahneman [52] showed that people are both risk-averse
and risk-seeking. Consider the choice proportions in gambles
with stated probabilities. In the gain domain, most people
were risk-averse, preferring the safe option when the probability of winning was high (4 with 0.8). When the gamble
had the same expected value but a low probability of winning (32 with 0.1), preference reversed: most people were
risk-seeking and chose the risky option. With the same
choices but with outcomes in the loss domain, preferences
flipped again: many people proved risk-averse when the
stated probability of losing was low (232 with 0.1) but
risk-seeking when it was high (24 with 0.8). Now consider
what happens when people make decisions from experience
with the same options: the fourfold pattern reverses,
suggesting that in decisions from description, people
choose as if they tend to overweight rare events, whereas in
decisions from experience they choose as if they underweight
rare events; we return to the implied probability weighting
shortly.

(b) What contributes to the description –experience gap?
The evidence reviewed above suggests there is a description –
experience gap in choice proportions, but what causes it?
Several determinants have been examined [48]; here we
briefly review two of the most extensively studied explanations. The first is reliance on small samples. Indeed,
Wulff et al. [45] found that across many thousands of trials,
the median sample size was 14 across trials with one safe
and one risky option, and 22 across trials with two risky
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4. The description– experience gap

equally across the payoff distribution, the description and
experience offer equivalent information. But are the resulting
choices equivalent?

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb

products [35]. Self-report measures of risk preference have
commonalities with those used to measure overlapping
constructs such as impulsivity [21] and sensation-seeking [36].
Is the existence of these two measurement traditions consistent with a single latent trait that comes into sight
regardless of how it is being probed? Or do the measures
‘make’ the construct—do two distinct constructs surface if
these measures are employed simultaneously? Recent years
have seen considerable efforts to assess the operation and
implications of these measures, including their convergent
validity [5]; their temporal stability [5,8]; their associations
with personality traits and demographic characteristics such
as age, gender and cognitive abilities [37,38]; and their genetic basis [39,40]. In what follows, we describe three major
findings involving measures stemming from both traditions
that each suggest an incongruity to be addressed.

description
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Figure 1. The magnitude of the description – experience gap. The difference in the proportions of choices consistent with discrete underweighting in decisions from
experience minus those in decisions from description, from a variety of published and unpublished studies. Results are based on the data compiled in Wulff et al.
[45] and are restricted to studies that aimed to measure the gap rather than study its boundary conditions. The results are shown for choice problems involving a
risky and safe option (darker) versus two risky options (lighter). The references behind the acronyms can be found in Wulff et al. [45] or received from the authors of
this paper. Adapted from [45]. (Online version in colour.)

Table 1. The fourfold pattern of risk attitudes in decisions from description and its reversal in decisions from experience (based on [44,53]).
description
probability

gain domain

loss domain

gain domain

loss domain

low

32, 0.1a versus 3, 1.0
rare event: 32, 0.1

232, 0.1 versus 23, 1.0
rare event: 232, 0.1

32, 0.1 versus 3, 1.0
rare event: 32, 0.1

232, 0.1 versus 23, 1.0
rare event: 232, 0.1

risk-seeking
high

a

experience

48%b
4, 0.8 versus 3, 1.0

risk-averse
36%
24, 0.8 versus 23, 1.0

risk-averse
20%
4, 0.8 versus 3, 1.0

risk-seeking
72%
24, 0.8 versus 23, 1.0

rare event: 0, 0.2
risk-averse

rare event: 0, 0.2
risk-seeking

rare event: 0, 0.2
risk-seeking

rare event: 0, 0.2
risk-averse

36%

72%

88%

44%

The alternative outcome (0 otherwise) has been omitted for all risky options.
This is the proportion of risky choices observed. In past studies, this proportion (48%) has been found to be greater than 50% (e.g. [52]).
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Figure 2. Predicting decisions from experience and description. The plot
shows the predictive accuracy of 12 choice models tested using choice problems with a risky and a safe option. In decisions from experience, the
choice proportion is calculated as a function of three categories of sample
sizes (0 – 10, 11 – 30, greater than 30). Data include 15 054 experienceand 10 239 description-based choices compiled in Wulff et al.’s [45]
meta-analysis. The model competition includes six heuristics (NM, P, LEX,
EP, MIN, MAX), three variants of cumulative prospect theory (CPTlo, CPTtk,
CPTe), a Bayesian updating model (BM), round-wise integration (RW) and
the exemplar confusion model (ExCon). Details of the models are described
in the electronic supplementary material.
cognitive processes, thereby arriving at different decisions.
In this regard, the description – experience gap bears similarity to other, classic format effects such as gain–loss
framing [61] or branch-splitting [32,62], except that the
description –experience gap has been found to generalize
beyond monetary gambles to, for instance, causal reasoning
(e.g. [63]), consumer choice [59] or Bayesian reasoning [64].
The description –experience gap has also been observed in
nonhuman primates, thus suggesting that it ‘does not
depend on uniquely human cognitive abilities, such as
those associated with language,’ and supporting the idea
that ‘epistemic influences on risk attitudes are evolutionarily
ancient’ ([65], p. 593). In any case, format effects demonstrate
how difficult it is to estimate general risk preferences from behavioural choices between monetary gambles, most likely
because different formats tap into different decision strategies
and associated cognitive mechanisms, as figure 2 also illustrates. Do other tools, such as self-report measures and
behavioural tasks other than monetary gambles, produce
similar levels of dissonance? We turn to this question next.

5. The behaviour– self-report gap
Psychologists and economists measure risk preference
employing either behavioural or self-report measures, rarely
relying on both simultaneously. This need not be a problem
if the measures converge toward equivalent conclusions
about this latent attribute of a person. But do they? Frey
et al. [5] investigated this crucial question in what is likely
the most comprehensive study of risk-preference measures
so far, involving 1507 participants who responded to an
extensive battery of self-report and behavioural measures of
risk preference. The authors implemented a psychometric
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options. Relatively modest sampling effort exacts a price. In
about one third of trials, people did not experience at least
one of the possible outcomes—typically the rare event. Consequently, people relied, on average, on small samples that
caused systematically distorted representations of the true
probabilities. Yet sampling error is not the sole determinant
of the gap. In an analysis of trials in which the experienced
frequencies closely tracked the true probabilities, Wulff
et al. ([45], fig. 7) nevertheless observed a description –
experience gap. Sampling error may thus be sufficient but
not necessary for the gap to emerge (see also [54]).
A second factor that has received much attention is the
weighting of stated and experienced probabilities (i.e. relative
frequencies). In a recent sophisticated analysis of the weighting
of the objective probability of choice options, Regenwetter &
Robinson [55] found strong evidence for a gap: people overweighted rare events in choices from description and
underweighted rare events in those based on experience (consistent with early conclusions about the gap; see [44,47]). In
experience, however, people do not have access to options’
objective probabilities. Therefore, many studies analysed the
weighting of the actually experienced probabilities. In an
exploratory analysis of the meta-analytical dataset, Wulff
et al. ([45]; fig. 10) found that experienced relative frequencies
and stated probabilities prompted different weighting
functions—more linear weighting in experience versus
overweighting of rare events in description—for choices
involving a risky and a safe option, but similar overweighting
for choices with two risky options.
Going beyond search (i.e. small samples) and probability
weighting explanations, researchers concerned with the
description –experience gap have proposed several new
models to account for experiential choice (e.g. [56]; for a
review, see [48]). Together these models suggest that description- and experience-based choices engage different cognitive
processes: unlike in description, experience-based choices are
based on sequential search and updating and may involve
rudimentary or no explicit use of probabilities [45,57].
Figure 2 offers another illustration of the diverging processes
in description and experience. Using the meta-analytical data
compiled in Wulff et al. [45], we analysed the extent to which
12 different models of choice predict people’s choices in
description and experience. Two results are noteworthy:
first, in decisions from experience, a simple heuristic—the
natural-mean heuristic (see electronic supplementary
material)—performs as well as or even better than cumulative prospect theory; a Bayesian model; and two mechanistic
explanations specific to decisions from experience, roundwise integration [58,59] and the ExCon model [60]. The
natural-mean heuristic reaches the same choice as expected
value theory (applied to the ‘experienced’ data) would, but
it does so without any multiplication or explicit representation
of probabilities. In decisions from description, by contrast, this
heuristic falls far behind. Here, however, another simple
heuristic, which weighs all distinct outcomes per gamble
equally (the equiprobable heuristic; electronic supplementary
material), performs nearly as well as cumulative prospect
theory [52].
To conclude, people’s choices and revealed risk preferences are systematically different in description and
experience. The description –experience gap has an important
implication for risk preference: depending on how individuals learn about their options they may employ different

6. The temporal stability gap
To the extent that risk preference is considered to be an
enduring attribute of a person—tantamount to personality
traits [3] or akin to enduring tastes in the classic economic
view [2,39]—a pressing issue is whether different measures
support the existence of considerable temporal stability of
risk preference, or whether they suggest a more capricious
attribute that varies substantially with time and resembles
more transitory states such as emotions. Systematic variation
of these states may, for instance, be a function of the organism’s current metabolic needs (as proposed in risk-sensitive
foraging theory [79– 81]) or aspirations. One measure often
used to quantify temporal stability is the test –retest reliability
of an individual’s risk preferences; this makes it possible to
quantify the extent to which the same rank ordering of individuals is preserved across two measurement time points. In
a recent meta-analysis of studies reporting test–retest correlations of risk-preference measures, Mata et al. [8] found a
substantial temporal divergence of behavioural and selfreport measures. For choices between monetary gambles,
for which no data were available with retest intervals
longer than 5 years, correlations of about 0.2 were observed
(with considerable variation around this estimate; fig. 1a in
Mata et al. [8]). For self-report measures, by contrast, the corresponding test– retest correlations were around 0.5; in
addition, this substantially higher level of stability in the
self-report measures appears not to decline further across a
10-year period. These results suggest a third gap between behavioural and self-report measures—this time at the level of
the temporal stability gap.
Let us emphasize that the considerable stability of risk
preference found for self-report measures by no means precludes intraindividual change across the lifespan. Josef et al.
[38] analysed different notions of stability in a large sample
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consistency across self-report ratings of different measures
could be associated with recall biases (e.g. the type of
events recalled) or response biases (e.g. how rating scales
are used; [74]). Overall, the psychological literature suggests
that self-reports are mostly valid, albeit imperfect, measures
of behaviour [73,75]. However, more work needs to be conducted to assess how some conclusions about the
psychometric structure of risk preference [5] can be replicated
using other measures, such as informant reports or other,
objective measures. For example, field studies suggest some
but limited consistency across measures of risk preference
estimated from different domains (e.g. car and house insurance; see [1] for an overview); it would be important to
document how the convergent validity of such risk preference indices map onto the convergent validity observed for
self-report measures.
A third question is whether this striking behaviour –selfreport gap is unique to the measurement of risk preference
or if it generalizes to other constructs that are also typically
gauged via both behavioural and self-report measures such
as self-control and impulsivity (e.g. [76]) or social preferences
(e.g. [77]). Our reading of the literature suggests that such
gaps may be pervasive in the behavioural sciences (e.g.
[75,76]) but it would be important to systematically assess
how the ontology of risk preference and related constructs
differs as a function of measurement choices [78].

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb

(bifactor) model to gauge how responses to 39 measures of
risk preference are interrelated and estimate how much variance across these could be accounted for by a single
general factor of risk preference, R (for a complete list of
the measures see table 1 in Frey et al. [5]). In this model, R
directly accounts for somewhat more than half of the
explained variance across all the measures employed. In
addition, self-report measures gauging impulsivity and sensation-seeking also loaded on the R factor, highlighting the
empirical overlap of operationalizations of risk preference
and other such constructs. Frey et al.’s [5] analysis is in line
with the robust observation that a small set of traits appears
to account for large portions of variance in psychological constructs [66,67]. In addition, another set of six domain-specific
factors representing risk taking in domains such as health,
finances and recreation accounted for the remaining
explained variance. Overall, this analysis contrasts with the
idea of risk preference as a purely general or domain-specific
construct and suggests instead that risk preference encompasses both general and domain-specific components (see
also [68]).
Frey et al.’s [5] comprehensive psychometric analysis of
risk-preference measures produced yet another consequential
observation. The general R factor did not generalize to the
behavioural measures of risk preference and, in fact, did not
account for any significant amount of variance in those
measures. More broadly, the eight behavioural measures
investigated failed to converge (correlate) not only with the
self-report measures but also with each other, suggesting
that disparate behavioural measures do not capture the same
construct of risk preference. We refer to the different patterns
of convergent validity between self-report and behavioural
measures as the behaviour–self-report gap. Convergent validity
refers to the degree to which measures of a psychological
construct capture a common underlying characteristic or
trait—something that risk preference measurement traditions,
in particular the behavioural measures, seem to lack. Overall,
the behaviour –self-report gap raises numerous questions for
the future; let us consider just three.
First, what exactly do the behavioural measures capture
and what causes the high level of inconsistency between
them? One possibility is that the behavioural measures,
unlike self-report measures, capture transient states rather
than a stable preference. Their inconsistencies may be a
result of them engaging, to different degrees, various
decision strategies and cognitive processes such as memory
and learning [69], as we discussed in our examination of
the description – experience gap. Another possibility is that
the ‘preferences revealed are not independent of the procedure (institution) through which they are revealed’ ([70],
p. 4213), and this contingency on the elicitation procedure
may be more pronounced for revealed-preference measures
than for stated-preference measures. Finally, it may be that
behavioural measures lack the necessary reliability for consistency between measures to emerge. Recent analyses, for
instance, have demonstrated that at least 200 choices between
monetary lotteries—many more than are usually employed—
are required in order to reliably identify whether individuals
weigh probabilities linearly ([71]; see also [72]).
Second, is the extensive empirical overlap between selfreports the product of valid or artefactual (e.g. biased) reporting? Individuals do not have perfect insight into their own
personalities and behaviours [73]) and some of the
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Figure 3. Change and stability in risk preference. The effect of age on (a) cross-sectional mean-level change (‘Are you generally a person who is willing to take risks or
do you try to avoid taking risks? Please tick a box on the scale, where the value 0 means not at all willing to take risks and the value 10 means very willing to take
risks’), and (b) temporal stability of self-reported risk preference. In (a), the two lines represent the results for males (upper) and females (lower), respectively. All data
stem from the German socio-economic panel and are plotted on a kernel density plot in which darker shades indicate a higher density of responses. In (b), the black line
represents the weighted average from test–retest correlations between all pairs of measurement waves for males and females combined. Adapted from [38].
of individuals over a period of 10 years, including differential
stability—consistency in the rank ordering of individuals’ risk
preferences over time (as in the meta-analysis by Mata et al.
[8], described above)—and mean-level stability—consistency
in the respondents’ average risk preference over time.
Figure 3 plots the findings for these two notions of stability.
The results suggest that risk preference—based on a selfreport measure—can be understood as a trait with moderate
rank-order stability showing correlations of about 0.5 across
measures of up to 10 years (figure 3a); however, there may
be important lifespan differences in this stability. Specifically,
the inverted U-shape pattern in figure 3 suggests that there
may be significantly more changes in early adulthood and
old age relative to middle age, for example, owing to the shifting nature of social roles and challenges during these phases of
life. Similarly, there are reliable mean-level differences across
the lifespan, with risk-taking preference typically decreasing
across adulthood (figure 3b). Several other results using
both cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis support such
patterns [37,82].
All in all, the temporal stability gap suggests that selfreport and behavioural measures of risk preference show considerable differences in temporal stability, and that self-report
measures show important patterns of differential (rankorder) stability and mean-level change that beg investigations
of the short- and long-term sources of individual differences
in such measures, including biological mechanisms [39,83],
cultural origins [84] and the role of specific life events and
momentary challenges [4]. We look forward to seeing more
work tackling these issues and establishing the convergence
or uniqueness of such patterns relative to those for related
constructs such as sensation-seeking and impulsivity [17].
One obvious but important point is that differential stability is a prerequisite for convergent validity. Only measures
that are reliable across time can be expected to converge
and be predictive of other relevant constructs or outcomes
of interest. Consequently, the temporal stability gap between
self-report and behavioural measures suggests that it could
be important to develop more reliable behavioural measures
before embarking on projects that compare the predictive
power of measure types.

7. Conclusion
To the extent that an individual’s risk preference is measurable, one could harness it to, for instance, diagnose and
mitigate risk taking that is harmful to the individual and
others (e.g. [23,85]). Yet, despite the risk preference construct’s time-honoured pedigree [11] and prominent role in
economic models of choice [12,13], it is troubled by unresolved and longstanding conceptual and measurement
issues. We have reviewed several of these issues and outlined
the challenges ahead.
First, focusing on the classic behavioural measure of
choice between monetary gambles, we have highlighted the
description –experience gap. It suggests that different forms
of learning about and representations of the probabilistic
options in an environment [46] can engage varying cognitive
processes that, in turn, give rise to systematically varied
choices and implied risk attitudes [45]. This work is part of
a larger stock of findings according to which different presentation formats trigger specific choice regularities, including
systematic preference reversals [86]. Second, we have discussed a gap between behavioural and self-report measures
of risk preference in terms of their convergent validity.
Behavioural measures do not relate to self-report measures
and, to add insult to injury, fail to converge with each
other; self-report measures, by contrast, show substantial convergent validity. This means that quite different self-report
measures, associated with distinct but overlapping constructs
(e.g. risk preference, impulsivity and sensation-seeking) and
domains (e.g. health, finance and recreation), share large portions of variance. Finally, there is also a gap in the temporal
stability of behavioural and self-report measures: only selfreport measures show medium to large rank-order stability
across years. This is in stark contrast to the argument—typically advanced by researchers who focused primarily on
empirical results from monetary gambles (e.g. [86,87])—that
risk preference does not represent a stable and trait-like
construct.
Although less is known about the predictive validity of
risk-preference measures, self-reported measures appear to
show significant predictive validity for notable economic
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Endnotes
1

Admittedly, this binary distinction is a simplification. In our past
work, we have further distinguished between self-reported propensity measures (assessing stated preferences) and self-reported
frequency measures (tracking specific and observable behaviours
[5]). Others have considered epidemiological data, such as crime or
cause-specific mortality [17]; administrative data, such as arrests
[24]; field data, such as property or health insurance data [1] and
informant reports from relatives or acquaintances [25]. Most of the
work on risk preference, however, rests on behavioural and selfreport measures; our focus here is therefore on them.
2
Samuelson [26] aimed to overcome what he criticized as the ‘discrediting of utility as a psychological concept’ within cardinal utility
theory that cannot explain human behaviour because of its ‘circular
sense, revealing its emptiness as even a construction’ ( p. 61).
3
The literature has adopted different ways of operationalizing the
description– experience gap. One approach is to count how many
of individuals’ actual choices in the description and experience condition, respectively, are consistent with the predicted choices, based
on cumulative prospect theory’s (CPT) parameters (commonly
using those derived by [52]). These parameters, derived from stated
probabilities, embody overweighting of rare events; therefore, choices
consistent with the predictions of CPT indicate a tendency to overweight
rare events. When this definition is applied, a description–experience
gap emerges when systematically fewer experience-based than
description-based choices are correctly predicted.
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